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Abstract. We construct in free left distributive systems a natural relation that
corresponds to the lexicographical ordering on sequences and proves to be a
linear ordering. Applications to a word problem and to a characterization of
free objects are given.

Let X be any set. Any linear ordering < onl can be extended in a canonical
way to the free semigroup generated by X so that left translations are compatible with the extended ordering; since this semigroup is represented by the set
of all (nonempty) finite sequences from I endowed with concatenation, the
lexicographical ordering derived from < has the desired property.
This simple scheme does not work in general when the associativity identity
x(yz) = (xy)z is replaced by another algebraic identity. The aim of this paper
is to discuss the case of (one-sided) distributivity x(yz) = (xy)(xz) and to
show that, due to very specific properties, the ordering extension scheme above
still works in this case.
The interest for such a study originates in the increasing role played by distributive systems in set theory (iterations of an elementary embedding of a rank
into itself—see [11, 2, 6]) as well as in topology (automorphic sets, knot quandles, and crystals—see [1,7, 8]). In the particular case of structures with one
generator, a canonical linear ordering was introduced independently in [4] and
[10] and proved to be the main tool for analysing the situation and, in partic-

ular, for solving the associated word problem. The present paper shows how a
convenient lexicographical extension of this ordering can be constructed in the
general case. This construction rests upon the criterion established in [3] for
proving equivalence of terms in free distributive systems.
The general meaning of the methods developed here seems to be that for
free distributive systems the main complexity lies in the case of one generator
and that extending the results to the case of several generators does not require

new tools. As an application, we describe a simple algorithm that solves the
word problem in the general case and give a criterion for proving that a given
distributive system is free.
In the sequel, Z will be any (nonempty) set, and Z* will denote the free
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left distributive system generated by Z, i.e., the free object generated by Z in
the category of all binary systems (i.e., sets endowed with a binary operation)

satisfying the left distributivity identity
x(yz) = (xy)(xz).

As usual, 17 can be described as the quotient structure of the absolutely free
system 79^ generated by I under the least congruence =ld on 79%such that,
for every u, v , and w in 79^, u(vw) =ld (uv)(uw) holds.
The elements of 79{\are called terms. They will be represented as words
constructed from £ and a binary operator, say •, using the right Polish notation. So the product of u and v is uv, and the left distributivity identity is
expressed by the equality uvw • • = uv • uw • •. We use a, b, c, ... for the
elements of Z and a, ß, y, ... for arbitrary words constructed from Z and
•, and reserve s, t, u,...
for terms (which are particular words). We write
a c ß if a is a strict prefix of ß, i.e., if y is aß for some nonempty word
ß.
The result we prove here is the following one.
Proposition 1. Let < be a linear ordering on Z. Then the lexicographical extension of < to 73%via right Polish notation induces on Z* a linear ordering
that is compatible with left translations.

To prove this result, we polarize the symmetric relation =LD into oriented
rewriting rules. To this end we introduce a relation —A on 79\\ so that s —7 t
holds when t is obtained from 5 by replacing some subterm uvw
of s
by the corresponding pattern uvuw
and let -» be the reflexive-transitive
closure of -*l. Clearly =Ld is the equivalence relation generated by ->. The
following lemma summarizes the specific properties of left distributivity which
will be used in the sequel.

For o a mapping

of Z into itself, we write

ua

for the term obtained from u by replacing each letter a by the corresponding
o(a).

Lemma 2. (i) (prefix compatibility) Assume that u is a prefix of v, say v = uß.
Then u -> w implies v —>üß, and v -* v implies that u^u
holds for some

prefix u ofiv.
(ii) (right invariance) Assume that v is aa»n . Then v —►
v implies that v
is aa»n for some word 07; moreover, ab»n —>ab»n holds for every b in Z.

(iii) (prefix completion) Assume that a is a (word) prefix of v . Then there
exists a unique integer n such that a»" is a term, and then v -* a»"ß holds for
some word ß.
(iv) (substitution) Assume that a is a mapping of Z into itself and u" —>v
holds. Then u —>v holds for some term v such that v is v" .
(v) (confluence) Assume m-»d and u -» w . Then v -> w and w -»« hold
for some term ü.
(vi) (prefix antireflexivity) Assume v —►
w . Then v —»w cannot hold for
any strict prefix w of w .
The five first properties are established in [3]. The last one was first proved
by Laver in [10] using a large cardinal hypothesis in set theory. The logical
assumption was dropped subsequently in [5]. A shorter proof appears in [12].
It easily follows from the confluence property that v =LD w holds iff for some
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term ïï both v —>« and w -> w hold; two terms are equivalent iff they can be
expanded into a common third one by left distributivity.
Definition, (i) The lexicographical extension of < to ^ is denoted by <LeX:
v <Lex w holds if either w is vy for some nonempty word y or v is abß
and w is acy for some words a, ß, and y and some b and c in Z satisfying

b < c.
(ii) The =LD-saturation of <LeX is denoted <" : v <" w holds if v <LeXú)
holds for some terms v and w satisfying v =ld v and u; =ld w •
(iii) Write v < w if there exist an integer « , a word a and ¿>and c in Z
such that ab»n is a prefix of v , ac»n is a prefix of u;, and b < c holds.

Since v <LeXu; implies uv <]^x uw», the ordering <LeXis compatible with
left translations. The congruence =Ld is also compatible with left translations,
so the relation <" must be compatible as well. Observe that since the operator
• is not in the domain of the relation <, the ordering <LeXis not a linear
ordering on ¿^ ; for instance, the terms ab»ac»» and abc»» are incomparable
with respect to <LeX. Both
more than the union of c
need not necessarily appear
abc»» <LeXaca»» holds, but

xz and < are refinements of <LeX, but <LeX is
and <C, for the discrepancy between two terms
at the last character of a subterm. For instance,
neither abc»» < aca»» nor abc»» c aca»» does.
The following criterion mainly follows from the confluence property of —>.

Lemma 3. For v ,w in 7%, v <• w holds if and only if there exist two terms
v and w such that v —►
v and w -> w hold and either v xzw or v <c w

holds.
Proof. The condition is clearly sufficient. Conversely assume v <" w , and fix
terms v , w such that v =ld v , w =LD w , and v <LeXw hold.
Case 1. v xz w. By the confluence property, there exists some term v'
such that »-m'
and »-»«'
hold. Now v is a prefix of w, i.e., w is
vy for some nonempty word y. By prefix compatibility, w —►
v'y holds. By
confluence again, there exists a term w such that w —►
Ü7 and v'y —>W hold.
By prefix compatibility, we conclude that »'-»«
holds for some prefix v of
w . By transitivity, we get v —»v , and we are done, since v cannot be equal
to w, for in that case we would deduce using prefix compatibility that both
v'y -» w and v'y —>wy hold; hence w =LD wy, in contradiction with prefix

antireflexivity.
Case 2. v = abß and w = acy for some words a, ß, and y and some
b and c in Z satisfying b < c. By prefix completion, there exist words ß
and y and an integer « such that ab»n and ac»" are terms and v -* ab»nß
and w -* ac*"y hold. Since v and q¿)»"^ are equivalent, there must exist by
the confluence property a term v' such that v —►
v' and aZ>»")3-» v' hold.
By prefix compatibility, there is a prefix m' of v' such that a¿«" —►
u' holds,
and, by right invariance, u' must be a'b»n for some word a', so u' is a'b»nß
for some word )3. By the same argument, there exists a term w" such that
w -* w" and ac»ny -+ w" hold, and tu" is a"c«"y for some words a" and
y satisfying ac»n —*a"c»n . Now, by right invariance, ab»" -+ a"è»" holds as
well, so by confluence (and right invariance) there must exist a word a such
that both a!b»n —*ab»" and a"c»n -» ö7c»'1hold. By prefix compatibility,
v' = a'b»"ß -►ô7è«"^ and w" = a"c»"y -* a~c»"y follow, and since -» is
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transitive, we deduce that both v —►
ab»"ß and w —>ac»"y hold. This is the
desired result since ab»"ß < ä~c»"yclearly holds. D

Lemma 4. 77zerelation <7 is antireflexive.
Proof. Assume u <" u. By Lemma 3, there exist two terms v and W satisfying
« —>ü and « —►
w, and either ïï c ÜJ or v < W. The first case directly
contradicts the prefix antireflexivity. Assume v < w . Write F as ab»"ß and
«J as ac»"y. By the confluence property, there exists a term i; satisfying
ab»"ß —►
v and ac»ny —>u . By prefix compatibility (and right invariance),
u can be written as a'b»"ß' and a"c»"y" for some words a', ß', a", and
y" satisfying aè«" -> a'6»" and ac»n -» a"c«". Since ¿> and c are different
members of Z, a' and a" cannot be the same prefix of u. So assume, for
instance, that a' is a strict prefix of a". Then a'b»" is a strict prefix of
a"b»n . But ab»" -* a'b»" was assumed, and ab»" —*a"b»n follows from
ac»" -> a"c»" by right invariance, contradicting the prefix antireflexivity. In
both cases we have a contradiction. □

Lemma 5. Let R be xz, zx, «, or », arcdassume sRt and t -* í. 77zen./or
some íerw i both s —►
s and sRt hold.
Proof. If R is xz or n, the result is just prefix compatibility as stated above.
Assume that R is « or >. Then s is ab»"ß and í is ac»"y for some integer
n , some words a, ß , and y, and some ¿>and c in Z such that ab»" is a term
and b < c (resp. c < b) holds if R is <C (resp. »). By prefix compatibility,
there is a prefix û of t satisfying ac»" —►
ii, and by right invariance it is ac»"
for some word â. Then ab»" —*ab»" holds, and s —»ab»"ß follows. Now
af*"/? «; f (resp. t « ab»"ß) holds if è < c (resp. c < è) does. D
Lemma 6. 77ie relation <" « transitive.
Proof. Assume w <" v <• tw . By Lemma 3, there exist terms w, v , v' and Ü7'

such that one has simultaneously u —►
w, i;-»v,
v—>F', it» —>w', üRv ,
and u' /?' w' where /? and /?' are either c or«.
The first step is to reduce
to the case where v and v' are equal. By the confluence property, there exists
a term v such that both v —►
v and v' —>v hold. Applying Lemma 5 to
ü,v, v , and R, we get a term û satisfying ïï —»û (and therefore «-»«)
and û R v . Then applying Lemma 5 to v', w', v , and /?'"', we get a term Ú;
satisfying w' —*w (and therefore w —>Ú5) and v R' w .
u
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It remains to consider the four possible cases.
Case 1. ö c t) xzw . Then ô c íD obviously follows.
Caie 2. â c í < i). Then û is ab»"ß and ú) is ac»"y for some
a, ß, y, b, c, and « with b < c. Then either û is a strict prefix of ab»" ,
hence of a
Case 3.
Case 4.
is a'c'»"'y'

and ú; as well, or ab»" is a prefix of w, and û « ac»"y follows.
û « v xzw . Then û « íD is obviously true.
ö < t) « iD . Then û is ab»"ß , v is ac»"y, and a'b'»"'ß' and w)
for some a, ß, y, b, c, n, a', ß', y', b', c', and n' with 6 < c
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and b' < c'. If a is a strict prefix of a', ac»" is a prefix of w , and û « w
follows from b < c. If a and a' are equal, c and b' coincide, and therefore
b < c' holds, so û < w follows. Finally, if a' is a strict prefix of a, a'b'»"'
is a prefix of û, and û <w follows from b' < c'.
So, in each case, it <* id holds and «<•«) follows. D

It follows that the relation <' is a strict ordering on 79%.Since this relation
has been made compatible with the equivalence relation =ld , it induces a
well-defined strict ordering on the quotient set I). It remains to prove that this
ordering is linear. We shall make use of the results proved in [4] for the case
of one generator.

Lemma 7. The relation <" induces a linear ordering on Z'.
Proof. Let a be a fixed element of Z, and let n be the projection of 79¿ onto
77~{a}which maps every element of Z to a. Let v and w be arbitrary terms
in 79^. It is proved in [4] that there exist two terms v and w in 79^ay such
that vn -* v and wn -» w hold and either v and w are equal or one is

a prefix of the other. By substitution, there exist two terms v and w in 7?i
such that v -» v and u)-»á
hold and t; (resp. w) is û* (resp. Ú5"). It
follows that v and w must be comparable for <LeX. Indeed two terms are
<LeX-incomparablejust in case their leftmost discrepancy as words has type "an
element of Z versus • " or conversely, and such a discrepancy would then still
occur on the projected terms v and w , contradicting the hypothesis that one
of them is a prefix of the other. Therefore, v and w are <'-comparable. D
Proposition 1 is thus proved. As an application, we can extend to the general
case the algorithm given in [4] in the case of one single generator for solving
the word problem for =Ld on 79¿. Assume that v and w are arbitrary terms
in ^ . In order to decide whether v =LD w holds, enumerate all pairs (v, w)
satisfying v -> v and w —>w. By Lemma 3, a pair (v, w) will eventually
appear such that either v and w are equal or v <l«x w or w <Lexv holds. In
the first case one can conclude that v =Ld w is true; in both remaining cases
one can conclude that v =ld w is false.
Another application is the following criterion, which extends to the general
case the criterion used by Laver in [10] for proving the freeness of a left distributive system in the case of a single generator.
Proposition 8. Assume that a is a left distributive system generated by a set Z.
Then g is the free left distributive system generated by Z iff any equality of one
of the following types is impossible in q :

x = xyx»y2»---yq» with q a positive integer,
xxx2---xpb»pyx»---yq» = xxx2- ■■xpc»pzx»-■ ■zr», with p, q, and r
nonnegative integers and b and c distinct elements of Z.
Proof. Let it be the surjective homomorphism of Z' onto g which is the
identity on Z. For proving that n is injective it suffices to show that v <" w
implies vK ^ wn . From the definition of <• it suffices to show the implication
when v xz w or v « w holds, and this is exactly what the conditions in the
statement express. D
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